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Your Year In Your Numbers
Annual Forecast based on your Personal Year Number

By Malati Khanna

Discover what surprises are in store for you in the New Year! Understand the mysteries of your Personal
Year Numbers and find your true source of power now!
To calculate your personal Year Number, just add your 1) date of birth 2) month of birth and 3) the current
year i.e. 2014.
For example:- If you are born on 12 November , then your personal year for 2014 will be calculated
as follows:1+2
+ 1+1 + 2+0+1+4
= 12
=
1+2 = 3
Date of Birth
Month
Current Year
Total
Personal Year
So Number 3 is your Personal Year Number for 2014.
(If the numbers add up to more than 9, then add the 2 digits together to obtain a single digit number (as
in the above case).
Opportunities:- Look forward to the
year, when the spotlight is on you! A very
innovative and a creative period is ahead!
Support from family and friends will play
a vital role for success. Seeds sown in
the past will now yield monetary results.
A particular skill will help you to prosper in your career.
Remain focused and optimistic to achieve the desired
targets. Job-seekers will find their career at an upward
swing. Plenty of options and new sources of income
will open up. Diligence and sincerity along with
creativity will surely reap rewards. A new activity
will spark your imagination! Fresh ventures and
projects will be financially beneficial. Avoid switching
careers midstream, when you seem to be on the
winning path. Make radical changes and consolidate
your finances wisely for the future. Be prepared for
recognition and applause for your natural talents on
job. Buying a home or renovations at home will be
high on agenda. Business-related travel will be
profitable during mid-year. Intellectual pursuits will
be successful after mid-year. A legacy or a windfall
is in the offing!
Love:- An interesting year is ahead for those already
in a relationship. Love is in the air for the singles!
Marriage and celebrations will take place in the latter
part of the year. Re-encountering an old flame is on
the cards!
Hindrances:- Expect increased responsibilities and
pressures coming your way. A property issue or a
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binding domestic matter will free up this year. Delays
and postponement of plans will be temporary. Work
will face stiff competition and resistance. Keep going
as profits are ensured towards the year-end. Luxury
items can burn a hole in your pocket. Domestic life
will be full of crest and troughs. Take advantage of
the relative calm to resolve a long forgotten issue.
Tone down your dominating attitude and be more
compassionate and flexible. Be ready to make certain
sacrifices for the relationships to keep going. Do not
be carried away by false promises and dubious offers.
Health of an elder relative will be the source of
anxiety. Guard against stress and strain. Listen to
your body signals and abstain from over-indulgence.
Good health will prevail towards the year-end. Be
careful, while travelling.
Significant Months:- February, March, April, May,
June, July, August , November and December.
Compatible Sun Signs:- People born under the
sign of Aquarius , Leo and Aries or on the following
dates 1, 4, 9 , 10 , 13, 18, 19, 22 and 28 , will feature
more prominently in your life, this year.
Fortune Guidance:- Go for the Gold! Put your best
foot forward! Take advantage of a betrayal to deprive
the hidden enemy. Garner your strength to see the
year in good spirits.
Numero Tip:- Place a green plant in the North sector
of your office/ home to enhance your career growth!
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Opportunities:- Look forward to a slow and
steady year of adaptability, that requires
balance and patience! Concentrate on
harvesting the seeds planted in the past
years. Ask for help to get your dreams off
ground. Avoid starting anything new this
year. It is the time to showcase your talents
and shine. Grab this amazing financial opportunities to
make more money. Success will come through cooperation, teamwork and diplomacy. Partnerships and joint
ventures will fare well. Do not depend profoundly on just
one person. Spring months will see your creative side
pouring out. Consolidate your work and recognize your
gains. Finances will show phenomenal increase after mid
– year. Progress will be slow, but steady. Major changes
and rewards will be seen towards the year-end. Calculated
risks will pay off. Listening to an unexpected tip can tilt
the finances in your favour. Career change, renovations
or relocation will keep you on your toes. Work-related
travel will give many opportunities to spread your wings.
Unexpected educational overseas trips are on the cards!
Love:- Romance will be full of surprises! The singles will
find their soul-mates. Those already in relationship will tie
the knot. A happy addition to the family will call for
celebrations.
Hindrances:- Unpredictable changes can be unnerving.
Work will be restricted by finances and manpower.

Partnerships and collaborations can spell trouble. Be very
cautious about trusting anyone and keep your plans under
wraps. Additional burdens will be carried off with ease.
Steer clear from office politics and dramas. Use your skills
and courage to have an edge over your rivals. Avoid
wastage and get your expenses under control. Beware of
risky deals and ventures. Stall all major decisions for the
latter part of the year. Taking some deviations from the
routine will work wonders. Family issues brewing beneath
the surface will now rise to be resolved. Keep relationships
tranquil with the compromise and diplomacy. Priorities will
change and will call for some sacrifice and adjustments.
Learn to curb your mood swings and inner cravings. Health
foretells caution against what you consume. De-toxify
yourself to reduce stress.
Significant months:- January, February, April, May, June,
July, August, September and October.
Compatible Sun Signs:- People born under the signs of
Libra, Cancer and Taurus or on the following dates 2, 6, 7,
11, 15, 20, 24, 25, or 29 , will feature very prominently in
your life.
Fortune Guidance:- Pay heed to your inner voice, dreams
and visions. Think on your feet to overcome adversity!
Find the right balance and stick to it.
Numero Tip:- Get rid of any dried flowers in your space
and replace them with real fresh flowers.

Opportunities:- A lucky , exciting and an
uplifting year ahead! Time to express your
cherished dreams and creative skillful
abilities. Expect a smooth sail on the workfront with no major hurdles en-route. Look
at long-term gains and consolidate your
finances. Important associations will lead to
new ventures. Co-operations and teamwork will bring in
assured success and expansions. Take bigger risks
without throwing yourself in debt. Raise and promotions
would follow around mid- year. A past hobby or a vacation
will prove to be very lucrative. New endeavors will yield
favourable results. People from past reappear to form
lifelong alliances. Benefits would pour in, through property
matters or a windfall. Good accomplishments promise to
come after midyear. Family gatherings and social occasions
are on the cards. Business travel will pepper your calendar
all through the year. Plan your trips wisely, to avoid
unwanted hassles.
Love:- Good wedding proposals await the singles towards
the year-end. Romance favours the young, during Summer
months. Those committed or married will need to renew
their romantic moves.
Hindrances:- Be prepared for unexpected challenges in
all spheres. Schedule all important moves, before mid-year

to reap benefits later. Sort out all monetary disputes with
determination and tact. Your generosity will be put to test.
Do verify credentials, before financing social and charity
works. High expenses are on the cards. Legal and financial
hassles must be handled with double caution. Avoid being
impulsive and falling for superficial plans and smooth
talkers. Over optimism can lead to unrealistic financial
deals and losses. Maintain your vision by being practical
and efficient. Family issues will be tackled with logic and
patience. Solve the differences, before it starts to create a
rift. Guard your health against excessive stress and low
energy levels. Maintain a disciplined and regular health
regime to remain fit.
Significant months:- March, April, May, August, July,
September, October, and November.
Compatible Sun Signs:- Folks born under the signs of
Libra and Pisces or those whose birth dates add up to 3, 6
or 9, will feature significantly in your life.
Fortune Guidance:- Go low on the ego drives! Life is all
about attitude—— Be optimistic and work with your
deepest beliefs. Let go off past memories and don’t let
them haunt you. Take a major detour if things turn sour.
Numero tip:- Choose to display Citrine Crystal and Money
crystal Pyrite in your Money-corner, for attracting wealth
and strengthen self-esteem.
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Opportunities:- Expect a practical
year of consolidation and purpose!
Concentrate on building strong
foundations for future. Long-term plans
will prove to be fruitful. Money-making
endeavours will improve dramatically,
after mid-year. Your inner skills and
inspirations will earn the favour of higher ups.
Financial burdens will ease considerably, after midyear onwards. Help from unexpected quarters is
foreseen. Past financial planning will provide great
returns. Read the fine print, before committing. Many
opportunities for pursuing business contacts in a
diplomatic manner will be available. Old
acquaintances from unusual background will be very
helpful for work. Sudden monetary benefits or an
unexpected legacy is on the cards. Travelling will
spark more passion into the work. Take precautions
while on the go. Plans to relocate will materialize
towards the year end.
Love:- Opportunities for fun and romance will spring
up during mid-year. Wedding bells will ring for the
eligible by the year-end.
Hindrances:- This year will test your patience and
dedication. Sort out money matters, before they go
out of hand. Let your assets do the talking, in time of

financial needs. Check details, when it comes to any
new financial deals. Sort out debts and loans to avoid
future hassles. A major purchase can burn a hole in
your pocket. Be cautious against malicious gossip and
false friends. Maintain harmonious relations with
superiors to move ahead. Personal bonds can come
under strain. Try to resolve misunderstandings with
tact and flexibility. Find a balance between work and
home. Remain detached and calm to deal issues from
past. Long-standing issues would get resolved towards
the year end. Apply discretion while allocating funds,
as expenses will rise. Guard your energy levels against
temper, stress and anxiety. Keep a tab on your diet.
Maintain regular routine to stay fit.
Significant Months:- February, June, July, August,
October, November and December.
Compatible Sun Signs:- People born under the
sign of Gemini, Aquarius and Leo or those whose
birth dates add up to 1, 4, 5 or 7, will feature more
prominently in your life this year!
Fortune Guidance:- Pace out your work judiciously.
Let your inspiration create new wings of change!
Numero tip:- Placing a Blue or a Black rug in your
office will ensure opportunities flowing into your home
and business.

Opportunities:A dynamic action packed year is ahead! It is
the time to be adventurous, practical and
experience new things. All former plans and
ideas can now be put into action. Past
restraints and limitations will now lift. Find
new ways to flaunt your creative side.
Calculated risks will now pay off. Spark up your career
prospects by learning new skills. Career opportunities
brighten up after mid-year. Watch out for new avenues to
make impressive gains. Artistic pursuits will keep the financial
flow steady. Pitch your business to various influential clients
to win financially. Certain troubling matters will now come to
an end. Think about small investments, with an eye towards
the future. Follow wise advice and avoid joint ventures for
the time being. It will be an excellent time to pursue future
research and higher studies. Your angle of vision will help to
fetch many contracts. Expect bonus and incentives at your
work-place. Social circle and overseas contacts will expand.
Children and old folks will provide you inspiration. Trips will
keep you on the move.
Love:- Many romantic moments are in store for the singles!
Those in a relationship will realize the importance of love.
Marriage for the eligible is on the cards towards the year end.
The married will find a renewed spark that would pump up
their passion!

Hindrances::Weigh up your options, as unexpected changes are in the
air! Make some deviations, before you face a dead end.
Partnerships under strain will come under a rough patch.
Keep your financial ideas and moves a secret. Overcome
unscrupulous rivals, by remaining detached. Resist your
speech to avoid any controversy. Let go off your debts and
loans to ease off financial burdens. Extra responsibilities will
ease out after mid-year. Be prepared to face conflicting issues
in the family. Try to oversee the differences in all sensitive
matters. A firm and a sensible approach can tilt the scales
favourably. Pay attention to warning health signals and take
adequate rest. Look to alternative therapies to prevent and
heal ailments.
Significant Months:- January , February, May, June, July,
August, October and November.
Compatible Sun Signs:- People born under the sign of
Taurus, Gemini and Libra or those whose birth dates add up
to 2, 5,or 6 , will feature more prominently in your life this
year!
Fortune Guidance:- Learn the power of mental silence! Don’t
ruin a good chance by playing mind games. Keep the windows
of your mind open and don’t burn your bridges en-route!
Numero tip:- - Organize your desk so that all important files
like financial ventures , new projects etc are positioned in the
Eastern direction.
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Opportunities:- Magical times await
you, to experience a lucky break! New
associations and contacts will soar your
ambitions. Many pleasant surprises will
bring rays of sunshine in your entire
sphere. It’s time to bounce your latent
talents. Financial scenario looks promising. Switch
over to new team work activities, to progress ahead.
Creative spirit and innovative ideas will ensure
success. Gains pour in from multiple sources.
Concentrate on research and analysis in all financial
issues. New ventures and partnerships are favoured.
Career expansion and delegation of work are foreseen
before mid-year. Co-operative deals with the higher
ups will attract good awards. Accept a helping hand
when offered, to propel your forward. Important
issues will be successfully tackled. Chances of
sudden gain through inheritance or gift are on the
cards! Expect a lot of socializing and happy occasions.
Journeys and pilgrimage to new places will be helpful.
Love:- Good news regarding love affairs are around
the corner! The singles will find their true match
towards the year-end. Those committed will have to
step up their romantic moves to remain stable. Keep
away from extra marital affairs !
Hindrances:- Home and family life will take

precedence over profession. Concentrate on longterm gains to secure your finances. Avoid extra
infusion of money into ventures. Compromise and
balance are the keywords for success. Beware of
frauds and false allegations that can hinder work.
Plan well, before venturing into unknown territories.
Stay away from speculation and gamble. Refrain from
lending, borrowing and risky speculations. Rifts and
conflicts can be overcome with wise judgments. Be
sure that emotions do not hold the sway. Be sensitive
to the needs of family and elders. Avoid temptations
of all sorts. Pay attention to your health. Beware of
physical activities, which spell trouble.
Significant Months:- January, February, March,
April, May, June, July, October and November.
Compatible Sun Signs:- People born under the
signs of Cancer, Taurus and Libra or those whose
birth dates add up to 6, 3, or 2 , will feature more
prominently in your life.
Fortune Guidance:- Greater efforts equals greater
rewards! Try not to make a mountain out of a molehill.
Trust your instincts and avoid dwelling on the past.
Cheer upon your bad days and do not get overexcited
by spells of good fortune.
Numero Tip:- Attach shiny Brass numerals to your
front door to attract Positive energy

Opportunities:- 2014 will be a year of
major transformation and rebirth! Its time
to merge your dreams into reality. Slow
down and focus on your inner
development. Luck and fortune would
flow in from distant places. Past
investments will yield good returns. New
avenues and major changes will enable to diversify your
interests. Keep your eyes open for the seeds of success
to be planted. A slow and steady rise to power and
authority is foreseen. A partnership could spring out
of the blue! Extra efforts will attract the favour of
higher ups. Creative pursuits will bring in extra gains.
Foreign contacts and oversees work is favoured after
midyear. Formulate an action plan to make the right
connections. A job-switch will enhance your finances.
Inclination towards research and higher studies will
increase. Make use of good financial deals during
midyear. Positive changes towards the year-end are
imminent. Unknown territories and distant places will
beckon you. Be prepared for some hitches, when on
the wheels!
Love:- An exciting old romance can turn into something
more meaningful. The singles will meet the love of
their life. For the married, a more grown up secured

bond is on the cards.
Hindrances:- An unexpected twist will be the turning
point in your life. There will be a temporary withdrawal
from the social scene. Tackling an old issue will be
time-consuming. Consolidate and save up your
finances for a later date. Avoid the urge to over-spend.
Use your creative talents into wiping out outstanding
loans. Time management is the key to keep afloat the
piled up work. Stay away from conmen and dubious
plans. Relationships can come under rough weather.
Take care of your mood swings. Panic and anxiety
can take a toll on your health. Resort to alternative
therapies and exercise to rejuvenate.
Significant Months:- January, February, March, July,
September, October, November and December.
Compatible Sun Signs:- People born under the signs
of Cancer and Pisces or those whose birth dates add up
to 2,4 or 7, will feature more prominently in your life.
Fortune Guidance:- Reflect on the past and plan for
the future. Get your ducks in a row and put your
emotions on something positive! Trust your intuition
and use your power of diplomacy and goodwill.
Numero Tip:- Placing a Feng Shui Dragon in the
office will give unnerving confidence and leadership
qualities.
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Opportunities:- A year of expansions,
great achievement and success is ahead.
Monetary gains would pour in from the
past investments. Cash in on the
opportunities during Spring months.
Remain consistent in your work and stick
to the deadlines. Be prepared to negotiate
any financial deals that you venture into. A dream job
could be yours! Money matters look promising with
normal steady income. Take the help offered to forge
ahead. New endeavours and business deals will be
profitable. Gear up for more responsibilities, as things
speed up after mid-year. Job-seekers will get success
during the second quarter. Keep up the hard work, as
big achievements are on the cards. Your home could
turn into a work-place. Bigger gains are ensured
towards year-end. Travel for work and pleasure are
on the cards. Prosperity and monetary issues would
get sorted out, towards the year-end. Expect an
inheritance or a windfall coming way.
Love:- Be prepared for sudden encounters and
surprises! Romance is in the air for the singles. Those
already in a relationship will tie the knot.
Hindrances:- Sudden disruptions and changes can
rock your boat! Restrictions and delays will be

overcome with patience and tact. Plan and balance your
finances and build upon your savings. Beware of hidden
jealousy, sabotage and secret rivals. Avoid locking
horns with superiors. Work load and responsibilities
will increase. Be careful whom you trust with your
secrets. Personal misunderstanding and conflicts can
be resolved with tactful speech. Make some
adjustments and compromise to make peace and
harmony prevail. Try to squeeze out time for your loved
ones. Health of an elder can be a cause for concern.
Work pressures and mental worries can spell trouble.
Relaxation and a change of diet can work wonders.
Significant Months:- January, February, March, April,
June, July, August, September and November.
Compatible Sun Signs:- People born under the signs
of Capricorn and Libra or those whose birth dates add
up to 8, 6, or 3, will feature more prominently in your
life.
Fortune Guidance:- Walk the extra mile to tap that
Silver lining! Sieve out the genuine causes and discard
the rest. Follow your heart and remain optimistic. Do
not allow your cautious nature to get better of you.
Numero tip:- Enhance your career prospects by
placing a Round mirror with metallic frame on the
Northern wall of your living room.

Opportunities:- The year focuses on
new beginnings and endings in every
sphere. Networking and branching out
will be very beneficial. Be prepared to
reap the fruits of your past labour.
Creative ventures will bring in added
incentives. Benefits would pour in from
close contacts and group associations. Express your
ideas to gain confidence of your superiors. Be adaptable
to some unpredicted surprises. Postpone new
endeavours to a later date. Engage yourself in learning
new techniques. A hobby can turn into a profession.
Complete all pending jobs, in order to fulfill all your
targets. Business trips will bring financial gains. Psychic
awareness, charity and religion will pay a major role. A
relocation is on the cards. Dreams would get fulfilled
towards the year-end!
Love:- Romance is full of pleasant surprises! A chance
acquaintance can turn more meaningful. The singles
will find their perfect match by the year end. Beware
of infatuations and superficial relationships.
Hindrances:- Expect sudden changes and unusual
things! Let go off the dead wood and focus on the
new. Financial decisions should be made, after deep
thought. Many past matters would come to completion.
Be open-minded to resolve outstanding conflicts and

disputes. Determination and gut will help to rise above
the financial problems. Delve into the minute details of
all projects that you handle. Settle all financial deals to
avoid hassles later. Curb high expenses and invest wisely.
Back stabbing and gossip can hinder work progress.
Remain firm and secretive in all affairs. Family
expectations and outside interferences can cause some
upheavals. Some painful partings are at hand. Be
prepared for sudden medical expenses. Nagging
problems will come to happy conclusions, towards the
year-end. Nervous troubles can result due to worries.
Ward off bad habits and stick to a nutritious diet.
Significant Months:- February, March, April, May,
June, August, September, October and November.
Compatible Sun Signs:- People born under the signs
of Scorpio, Leo and Aries or those whose birth dates
add up to 9, 3, or 1 , will feature more prominently in
your life.
Fortune Guidance:- Face your fears boldly! Do not
let past memories dampen your spirits. Show the world
your true colors with optimism. Think well before you
take the leap. Pay attention to your instincts, dreams
and messages.
Numero Tip:- Keep the South east corner of your
home or office area clutter free.
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